




This, 

      Not this

Use a ruler to make a “picture frame” 
inside the edges of your paper. This 
should be a rectangle, not a square.

Lightly draw a vertical and a horizontal 
axis, each about 1/3 from any side you 
choose.

You don’t have to actually draw each axis if you can “see” them in 
your mind.  Place the main object of your drawing near the 
intersection of the two axes. This is called “first area read” and 
it’s important! 

Draw with lines, but don’t forget 
to use light and dark areas to 
help you out.  Here’s a drawing of a 
cup to show you what I mean.

The plant is sitting right on the “first area 
read”. You can place anything else in the 
picture as long as you keep things balanced.  
Here, the flowers balance the shadow of the 
flowerpot.     

WithWith the flowerpot and the horizon line in the 
middle, the picture has less visual contrast and 
just isn’t as interesting.

You can have as many objects in a picture as 
you like, just keep everything working along 
the two axes. 

When you use lines, try to vary 
the weight, or thickness of 
the lines, like I did in this little 
drawing of an orchid. Plants are 
great for line drawing.



Here’s a quick drawing that would be great in a portfolio at exactly this size. The cup and the knife 
are shiny, but I ignored that and just drew the lights and darks in a very general way.  I smudged to get 
middle tones and erased to get the light parts.  Do whatever works and just keep going until you like it! 

Don’t copy this one.  Set up some things you can draw and make your own drawing.  We would 
be very happy to simply get seven drawings like this one.  A word of advice: when you set up your still 
life, try to have one single, bright light source so the shadows are simple and easy to see. A desk 
lamp works great. And try to get the objects closer to your eye level, by putting everything on a box or 
some books on your drawing table (or kitchen table!) or by setting it up farther away from you 
when you are drawing.  They will be much, much easier to draw that way.



The first two lines look miles better than the other two. 
Remember, it’s better to make a mark with confidence, 
even if it isn’t quite in the right place.  Trust us on this one!



It is the responsibility of the student to pick up his/her admission portfolio within three weeks of submission. 
After that time unclaimed portfolios may be discarded.
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